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In this paper we present a morphism for linear programming problems, called the 
block reduction and construct the category LP* which has block reductions as 
morphisms and linear programming problems as objects. The block reduction is a 
natural notion of morphism for linear programming problems in that it is an exten- 
sion of the flow morphism for network flow problems (presented by Harper in Adv. 
in Appl. Math. 1 (1980), 158-181), and at the same time it is a restriction of the 
reduction on linear programs (presented by Harper in J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 32 
(1982), 281-298). After establishing this, we prove the existence of pushouts for 
block reductions. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Background 
Many optimization problems require the maximizing of the Sow on a 
network or the maximizing or minimizing of the objective function of a 
linear program. These problems have been studied extensively and a great 
deal of theory has developed. However, the investigation of these problems 
from the point of view of category theory has been a fairly recent develop- 
ment. 
In 1974, while working to extend Sperner’s theorem [8], Harper reduced 
the problem to that of finding the maximum flow on an infinite family of 
networks. His strategy for this problem was to find a map from one 
network to another that preserved the maximal flow. In terms of category 
theory, functions that preserve the structure in a set of objects such as 
networks are called morphisms. It was Harper’s discovery of a morphism 
on the set of networks that enabled him to successfully extend Sperner’s 
theorem. 
This success motivated Harper to more rigorously study flows in 
networks from the categorical point of view. In [6], he constructed the 
category whose objects are networks and whose morphisms are capacity 
preserving graph epimorphisms, which he called flow morphisms. Having 
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defined this category, called FLOW, Harper turned his attention to other 
categorical constructs. Of particular interest is the fact that pushouts exist 
for the category FLOW. Also, after proving his Product Theorem, Harper 
noticed that the product of certain flow morphisms gives a functor from the 
product of FLOW with itself to itself. The existence of other functors on 
FLOW is discussed by Wareham in [ 111. 
Harper also conducted a similar, but independent investigation of linear 
programming problems. In [S], he constructed a category, called LP, 
whose objects are linear programming problems and whose morphisms are 
called reductions. However, he was unable to construct pushouts for this 
category. Harper next reduced the size of the set of objects, by considering 
matrix games rather than linear programs, and constructed the category 
MG-GKT. The morphisms used for this category, called G-K-T 
morphisms by Harper, were originally suggested by Gale, Kuhn, and 
Tucker in [3]. Harper was then able to prove the existence of pushouts for 
the category MG-GKT. 
In [4], Gray considered linear programs with infinitely many variables. 
Guided by the categorical point of view, he was able to extend the duality 
theorem to this class of programs. 
2. The Problem and Results 
The goal of this project has been to extend the results in the categorical 
investigation of linear programming problems and to integrate these results 
with those concerning network flow problems. More specifically, the main 
emphasis of this study was to find a natural notion of morphism for linear 
programming problems. Since the problem of maximizing the flow on a 
network can be interpreted as a linear programming problem, a natural 
morphism should in some sense be an extension of the flow morphism. In 
addition, it would be nice to find such a morphism for which pushouts 
could be shown to exist. 
In Section I we present the block reduction and construct the category 
whose objects are linear programming problems and whose morphisms are 
block reductions. After giving some basic definitions in Section 1, we look 
at the category LP, which was presented by Harper in [S]. This category 
has linear programming problems as objects and what Harper calls reduc- 
tions as morphisms. In Section 2 we define reductions and prove that they 
are indeed morphisms. In Section 3 we give a useful example of a reduction. 
The block reduction is constructed in Section 4. The block reduction is an 
extension of a reduction on matrix games, presented by Gale, Kuhn, and 
Tucker in [3], which Harper later referred to as the G-K-T morphism. At 
the same time, the block reduction is a restriction of Harper’s reduction. 
We then construct the category LP*, that has linear programming 
problems as objects and block reductions as morphisms. 
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In Section II, we consider the relationship between the categories LP* 
and FLOW. After giving some basic definitions in Section 1, we show how 
a network flow problem can be interpreted as a linear programming 
problem in Section 2. In Section 3, we present Harper’s flow morphism and 
the category FLOW. Then in Section 4, given a network flow problem and 
an associated flow morphism, we present an algorithm that explains how 
to produce a block reduction for the linear programming problem that 
represents the original network flow problem. 
In Section III, we prove the existence of pushouts on the category LP*. 
I. THE BLOCK REDUCTION 
1. Basic Definitions and Notation 
A standard version of a general linear programming (1.p.) problem in 
matrix notation is: 
maximize cx 
subject to Ax<b, 
x 2 0; 
where A denotes an m x m matrix of real numbers, b an m-dimensional 
column vector of real numbers, and c an n-dimensional row vector of real 
numbers. The variable x is an n-dimensional column vector. 
If x satisfies the constraints Ax <b and x > 0, then x is called a feasible 
solution, and if it maximizes cx over all feasible solutions, it is called an 
optimal feasible solution. 
Notation. Denote by P = (A, b, c) the 1.~. characterized by the matrix A 
and the vectors b and c. If x is a feasible solution for P, it is called 
P-feasible, and if x is an optimal feasible solution for P, it is called 
P-optimal. If x is P-optimal, then u(P) = cx is called the value of P. If P has 
no feasible solutions, then u(P) = -a~. 
2. The Category LP 
DEFINITION (Harper). Let P = (A, b, c) and P’ = (A’, b’, c’) be linear 
programs (l.p.‘s). A demireduction cp: P + P’ consists of a pair of non- 
negative matrices cp = (cpl, cp,) such that: 
0) cp,A >, A’cp,, 
(ii) qrb = b’, 
(iii) c = c’cp,. 
Note that the sizes of the matrices cp, and cp, are determined by P and 
P’: if A is an m x n matrix and A’ is an m’ x n’ matrix, then ‘p, is an m’ x m 
matrix and q, is an n’ x n matrix. 
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THEOREM 1.1 (Harper). Let P= (A, b, c) and P’= (A’, b’, c’) be l.p.‘s. If 
cp: P -+ P’ is a demireduction, then for all P-feasible x, x’ = qrx is PI-feasible 
and cx = c’x’. Therefore, u( P’) 2 u(P). 
DEFINITION (Harper). Let P and P’ be l.p.‘s. A reduction (rp, p): P --) P’ 
consists of a pair of demireductions, q: P --, P’ and p: P’ + P, such that 
(pop= l,.. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Harper). Let P and P’ be f.p. s. Zf (cp, p): P + P’ is a 
reduction, then u( P’) = u(P). 
Claim 1.3. We can form a category, denoted LP, whose objects are 
l.p.‘s and whose morphisms are reductions. 
3. An Example of a Reduction on LP 
Let P= (A, b, c) be an arbitrary 1.~. P may be reduced to an l.p., P’= 
(A’, 6’, c’), in which the entries of the vectors b’ and c’ consist only of + l’s 
and O’s, by dividing rows and columns of A by appropriate values. Since 
this transformation preserves the solution of P, it is a possible morphism 
on LP. The following proposition establishes this fact. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let P = (A, b, c) be an arbitrary 1.~. There is a reduc- 
tion (cp, p): P -+ P’ = (A’, b’, c’), where b’ and c’ have entries only + 1 and 0, 
and such that A’ = cp/Ap,, b’ = cptb, and c‘ = cp,. This reduction is given by 
cpt= 
‘1 
bfc 
0 
1 
bz* 
0 
1 
F mm 
b: 0 
b,* 
J 
1 9 0 b: Pr = 
1 
Yi 
Cl 
1 
-$ 
c2 
0 
0 . .I t c* n 
0 
1 
2 n ; 
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where 
if bi#O 
and qi*= 
if cj# 0 
if bi=O if cj= 0. 
Proof: Clearly q,pr= Z, and rp,p, = I,,. Therefore, (rp 0 p)/= I,,, and 
(cpop),=Z,. Thus, cpop=(Z,,Z,)=l,. 
To show that cp: P + P’ is a demireduction, we need to show that 
0) n.4 2 A%, 
(ii) p,b = b’ 
(iii) c = c’q,. 
By the definition of P’, (ii) holds. We have c’q, = (cpl) cpI = c(p,cp,) = c, so 
that (iii) holds. Since A’= cp,Ap,, we have A’cp, = (cp,Ap,) cp,= (cp,A) 
(p,cp,) = cpJ. Thus, (i) holds. Therefore cp is a demireduction. 
To show that p: P’ + P is a demireduction, we need to show that 
0) PJ 2 AP, 
(ii) p,b’ = b 
(iii) c’ = cp,. 
Since A’ = cp,Ap,, we have p/A’ = p,(cp,Ap,) = (p,cp,) Ap, = Ap,. Therefore, 
(i) holds. We have p,b’= p,(q,b) = (p,q,)b = b, so that (ii) holds. Since 
(iii) holds by definition, p is a demireduction. 
Therefore, (cp, p) is a reduction. 
4. The Block Reduction 
THEOREM 1.5. Let P = (A, b, c) be an 1.p. such that the entries of b and 
c consist only of f l’s and 0’s. Zf the matrix A can be partitioned into blocks 
such that 
(i) Each corresponding block of b and c consists only of + l’s, - l’s, 
or Us, 
(ii) There exist sets of strategies {piS},Gi,rm, and {qj;.‘}IcifanC such 
that for each i’ and j’, pi< and qjG are optimal strategies for Ai.,j. (considered 
as a matrix game), 
then there is a reduction (rp, p): P + P’ = (A’, b’, cl), where 
(i) A’ = (m(A,., jf)), where m(A) is the value of the game A, 
(ii) Each block of + l’s, - l’s, and O’s in b and c is mapped to a single 
+ 1, - 1, or 0, respectively, in b’ and c’. 
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ProoJ Let mi x nj be the dimensions of the block Ai, j. Define (q, p) as 
follows: 
PI 
VI= [ 0 P2 
0 
. 4 7 . 
Pm, [ 1 n1 0 1 cp,= n2 . *I 7 . 
0 inn. 
PI= [ 1 ml 0 1 m2 . 4 , . 
0 lm,. 
PI= [ 
41 0 
q2 
. 4 9 . 
0 4d 
with the pjs written as row vectors, 
with the 1,‘s being rows of nj l’s, 
with the lmi’s being columns of mi l’s, 
with the qys written as column vectors. 
To show that (cp, p) is the desired reduction, we need to show that 
cp = (q,, q,) and p = (p,, p,) are demireductions, and that q op = ly. 
To show that cp = (cp,, cp,) is a demireduction, we need to show that 
(i) ‘PJ 2 A’~P,, 
(ii) cp,b = b’, 
(iii) c = c’q,. 
First, consider p,A and A’cp,: 
PIA,,, pIAl. ... PIA,,,, 
= 
. . . 
582a152/2-4 
212 
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A’q, = 
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-MI,,) m(A,,d ... Wz,,) 
. . m(A,,n,) ... 
. . &L,,n,) . . . 
Note that cp,A and A’cp, are both m’ x n matrices. Also note that the entries 
in cp,A represent vectors: pip,, j is an nj dimensional row vector. Denote the 
kth entry of PiAi,j by PiAi,j(k). 
Let PiAi,j(k) be an arbitrary entry of cp,A. The corresponding entry of 
A’cp, is tt~(A,,~). By definition, rr~(A,~) = min,(piAi,jq), where q ranges over 
all strategy vectors for the column player. Let q* be the strategy vector 
whose kth entry is 1, and whose other entries are all 0’s. We then have 
WZ(A,~) = min(piA,jq) 6 PiAi,jq* = PiA,j(k)* 
q 
Therefore, qrA 2 A’cp,. 
Let bT=(b, ...b,b2--.b,-..b,, . . . b,.), where bi occurs mi times and 
each bi is either + 1, - 1, or 0. Then: 
Pl 
cp3 = 
0 
P2 
. . 
0 P??lf 
b, 
bz 
bi 
5” 
= b’. 
Let c=(c,...c,c~...c~...c,,... c,,), where cj occurs nj times and each cj 
is either + 1, - 1, or 0. Then 
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1 nl 0 
c’q7,= [Cl c2 ... c,,] 
1 n2 [ l . . = c. 0 I,“, 
Therefore, rp is a demireduction. 
The proof that p = (pr, p,) is a demireduction is similar to the proof 
for cp. 
Finally, we need to show that cp o p = lY. But this is easy, since the 
entries in each strategy vector sum to 1. We get (cp op), = ‘pIpI= I,,,, and 
(cpop),=p,(p,=Z,,. Thus, cp~p=(Z,,,‘Z,,)= l?. 
Therefore, (q, p) is a reduction. End of proof. 
DEFINITION. We shall call reductions of the form described in 
Theorem 1.5 block reductions. 
CLAIM 1.6. We can form a category, denoted LP*, whose objects are 
I.p.‘s and whose morph&u are block reductions. 
Proof: We first need to establish that the composition of block reduc- 
tions is a block reduction. Then since block reductions are reductions, the 
proof that they are morphisms follows exactly as in Claim 1.3. 
Let (cp, p): P + P’ and (a, r): P’ + P” be block reductions. Define the 
composition of block reductions by (u, r) 0 (q, p) = (a 0 q, p 0 r). Note that 
this definition agrees with the composition defined for reductions. Since the 
rows of ‘p, are determined by the common row strategies for the partitioned 
blocks of A, and the rows of gI are determined by the common row 
strategies for the partitioned blocks of A’, both ‘p, and crI are nonnegative 
and row stochastic. It is easy to verify that O,O q, must also be nonnegative 
and row stochastic. Thus, the rows of O,O pr may be thought of as row 
strategies taking the partitioned blocks of rows of A to the rows of A”. We 
need to show that these row strategies are optimal. 
Consider the ith block of rows of A. Let c1= (a,, ua, . . . . ~1,) be any 
strategy for the ith block of rows of A (with the ith block having n rows). 
Assume for simplicity that qr partitions the ith block of rows of A into two 
blocks, with the first block having k rows. Then 
V/Ii= 
PI P2 .” Pk 0 
0 Pk+l ... Pn 1 
and 
ulli= P; 0 [ 1 0 Pi’ 
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cP?li= 
a: LX: ... ak* 01 
0 a:+, ... an*J 
where 
a:=&. for i= 1, 2, . . . . k 
and 
for i=k+ 1, . . . . n. 
Also construct 
r-k 
Note that 0: 1 i cp: Ii = a. Since cp, I i is optimal for A Ii and 0, Ii is optimal for 
‘pI 1 i A 1 i, we have 
Therefore, a1 0 cpI I i is a common optimal row strategy for A Ii. 
Similarly, the columns of pro z, may be thought of as common optimal 
column strategies taking the partitioned blocks of columns of A to the 
columns of A’. Thus, C,O cp, and p,o r, tit the form described in 
Theorem 1.5. 
We must also check that each partition of b and c by ((TO cp, p 02) con- 
sists only of + l’s, -l’s, or 0’s. Let b:’ be the ith entry of b”. Since (cr, t) 
is a block reduction, the ith block of b’ must have all of its entries equal 
to br. Since (cp, p) is a block reduction, each block of b that is mapped to 
an entry of the ith block of b’ must have all entries equal to by. So, the par- 
tition of b that is sent to bf by a[0 cp, consists only of entries whose values 
are equal to bj’. The verification of the partitioning of c by (a 0 cp, p 0 7) 
follows similarly. 
Therefore, (0 0 cp, p 0 r) is a block reduction. Hence, the claim holds. 
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Remark. For a block reduction to apply to an 1.~. P= (A, 6, c), it is 
necessary that the entries of b and c consist only of + l’s and 0’s. However, 
by using the morphism described in Proposition 1.4, P may be reduced to 
this form. 
5. Example 
Consider the 1.~. P = (A, 6, c), where 
A=[ -/ -; j -j], b=[;], c=[3 3 -2 -21. 
Define the reduction (cp, p) by 
[ 
$ 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 ‘p1= 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1  
pf= [ 
2 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 I 
3 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
3 cpr= [ 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 ’ 
’ pr= [ f 0 0 0 0 $0   0 t  0 0 0 f1*
By Proposition 1.4, this is a reduction which reduces P to the 1.~. P’= 
(A’, b’, c’), where 
A+ f i ;I, bt=[;], c’=[l l-l -11. 
If A’ is partitioned into four 2 x 2 blocks, then the corresponding partitions 
of b’ and c’ satisfy (i) of Theorem 1.5. Since the blocks of A’ are all sym- 
metric, the simultaneously optimal row strategy for both blocks of rows is 
($, i), while the simultaneously optimal column strategy for both blocks of 
columns is (f, 4)‘. Thus, (ii) of Theorem 1.5 is satisfied. 
Then by Theorem 1.5, there is a block reduction (cp’, p’) on P’ given by 
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$ ;], Pi=! i]. 
By Theorem 1.5, (cp’, p’): P’ + P” = (A”, b”, c”), where 
A”=[: $1, b”=[;], c”=[l -11. 
II. EXTENDING. FLOW MORPHISMS TO BLOCK REDUCTIONS 
1. Basic Definitions 
DEFINITION. A directed graph G consists of a set I/ of vertices, a set E 
of edges, and a pair of functions 6 + , 6 _ : E --t V which identify the vertices 
at the head and tail of each edge. 
DEFINITION. A network N consists of a directed graph G = (I’, E, 6 + ) 
and a capacity function v: V+ [0, co). V is partitioned into three sets, S, 
T, and R, with the members of these sets called sources, sinks, and inter- 
mediate vertices, respectively. 
DEFINITION. A flow f on a network N is a function f: V + [0, co) such 
that: 
(i) for all s E S, ~6+cpj=s f(e) =O and L-(e) = Ca-cej=sf(e) G v(s) 
(ii) for all tET, Z:S-cej=rf(e)=O and Ca+c,,=rf(e)<v(t) 
(iii) for all PER, Cs_c,,=If(e)=Ca+ce,=,f(e)~vV(r). 
DEFTNITION. The quantity r(f) = I,, T CscCpj= rf(e) is called the oalue 
off. 
DEFINITION. The capacity of a network N is K(N) = max,.z(f ). 
2. Network Flow Problems as Linear Programming Problems 
Let M be a network with edge set E and vertex set V. For simplicity, 
assume that M has one source, cr, and one sink, 7. The problem of maxi- 
mizing the flow on M can be interpreted as the following 1.p.: 
max 1 f(e) 
ecE.d+(e)=r 
(1) 
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subject to 
C f(e) G v(u) foreach VE V-r (2) 
ec/z,&(e)=u 
C f(e) G v(u) for each u E V- cr (3) 
PsE,f3+(e)=u 
c f(e) - c f(e) =0 for each UE V- (cr, r}. (4) 
s~E,B+(e)=v CE E,G-(e)=u 
The objective function (1) measures the flow on the edges going into the 
sink. This is one way to measure the flow on a network. The inequalities 
in (2) and (3) ensure that the flow out of and into each vertex, respectively, 
does not exceed the capacity of the vertex. The equations in (4) ensure that 
the flow into each vertex equals the flow out of that vertex. 
3. The Category FL0 W 
DEFINITION. Let G, - (V,, EI, 8:‘) and G2 = ( V2, E,, 82’) be directed 
graphs. A graph homomorphism from G, to G, is a function cp: V, + V, 
such that for all e, E El, there exists e, E E2 such that (p(J(:)(e,)) = 6’,2)(e,) 
and (p(6?)(e,)) = 6’?(e,)). 
DEFINITION. Let M= (G,, vl) and N= (G,, VJ be networks, and let 
rp: V, + V, be a graph homomorphism. We say cp is capacity-preserving if 
v,(cp-‘(u)) = v*(u) for all u E V,. 
DEFINITION. Let M = (GM, v,,,) and IV= (GN, vN) be networks, and let 
cp: V,,, + V,,, be a capacity-preserving graph homomorphism. For each edge 
e E E, such that 6 +(e) # 6 _(e), the subnetwork M, of M is 
Se= {ue V,: q(u)=f!?N_(e)) 
T,= {UE VM:q$u)=6T(e)} 
R,=0 
v,(s) = VMM(S) c vhf(u) 
I 
for each s E S, 
!JeS, 
v,(t)= vhf(t) c v‘wM(u) 
i 
for each t E T,. 
ue T .  
A flow f on M, such that r(f) = 1 is called normalizedflow. 
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DEFINITION. Let M= (G,, vM) and N= (G,, vN) be networks, and let 
cp: V, + VN be a capacity-preserving graph homomorphism. cp is called a 
flow morphism if: 
(i) cp is an epimorphism 
(ii) for all edges e E E,,,, M, has normalized flow. 
In [6], Harper constructed the category FLOW, whose objects are 
networks and whose morphisms are flow morphisms. 
4. The Extension Theorem 
Let M and N be networks and cp: M+ N be a flow morphism. Interpret 
the maxflow problems on M and N as l.p.‘s in inequality form. By Proposi- 
tion 1.4, these l.p.‘s can be placed in the form where b and c consist of O’s 
and l’s (with the l’s occurring to the left of the O’s). Denote these l.p.‘s by 
LP, and LP,. 
THEOREM 2.1. cp induces a block reduction between LP, and LPN. 
Proof: Let LP, = (A, b, c), where 
A=[+], +-], 
where b, is the subvector consisting of l’s and b2 is the subvector consisting 
of O’s, and A, consists of the first lb, 1 rows of A. 
Let E, = {e(l), e(‘), . . . . eCk)}. Then ML’) consists of 
cp;‘(e(‘)) = (e(,l), ef), . . . . e(,:)) 
cp;1(6-(e(‘)))= {x1’), xr), . . . . xt)} 
cp;l(6+(e”))) = {y\“, y:“, . . . . yz’,}. 
Define 
if d_(e!‘)) =x!‘) 
J 
otherwise 
if 6 + (ej.‘)) = yi” 
otherwise. 
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Then each block of columns of A, consists of blocks of O’s, with the 
exception of two blocks of the form: 
ML 1) 
v(x’,“) 
. . . 
hh 1) 
v(xlf,‘) 
. . . 
g,(L 1) . . 
V(Y’l”) 
g,h 1) . . . 
V(Y!$ 
Since M,(r) has normalized flow, we have 
ML U . 
v(xI”) 
h,h k,) 
v( x”‘) n/ 
-- 
g,(l, 6) 
V(Y!“) 
for i= 1, 2, . . . . n, 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . ml. 
CLAIM. For each such pair of blocks, the common column strategy q, and 
the common row strategies pj and pf are given by 
f(49 
q = f(49 I Ll 
Lf(e.$J 
v(xf’) v(x$ 
p:= c”,‘=, v(xy)j’&=, v(xY’) [ 1 
V(Yl9 V(Y!$ 
p:= cyi* v(yy)“‘Cyi=, v(yb”) 1 1 . 
Proof of Claim. 
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[ 
1 1 
= c;=:‘= v(xy’)“‘c~=l v(xlf’) 1 * 
Then, given any column strategy, it is clear that the row player will win 
1 
I:=, v(xb”)’ 
Also: 
Then, given any row strategy, it is clear that the column player will lose 
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Therefore, p: and qr are optimal strategies for the block AI,,/. Similarly, 
p: and q, are optimal for A,2,,. 
Since q, is optimal for the two nonzero blocks in the block of columns 
of A, under consideration, q, is a common optimal column strategy for this 
block of columns of A,. We now show that pi and pf are common row 
strategies. 
Consider pi. We know that pi is an optimal row strategy for the block 
Ml, 1) - . . 
v(x$“) 
b 
w,, 1) ~ . 
v(x”‘) n, 
If every other block in the same block of rows as the above block is a 
zero block, we are done, Suppose another block has a nonzero entry. Then 
for some e”E E,, we have [q;r(S-(e”)))] n [q;‘(6-(e”“))] #O. But this 
implies that cp ~‘(6 _ (e”‘)) = q ~‘(6 _ (e”)). Thus, the other nonzero block 
has the form 
where each column contains exactly one nonzero entry. Then 
Ml, 1) Ml, kr)- 
v(x;‘) 
- . . . 
VW) 1 
[ 
v(x\") v(xi") . . . CT=1 v(xh") c:= 1v(xy') i ; 
h,h, 1) hh9 h) v(x"') . .. v(x"') n/ w - 
1 1 
= c”,‘= 1 v(xb”) . . . c”d= l v(xy’) 1 . 
Therefore, p: is also an optimal row strategy for this block. Thus, p: is a 
common optimal strategy for this block of rows. The proof is similar for pf. 
Therefore, the claim holds. 
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So far we know that there exist simultaneously optimal column and row 
strategies for A I . We need to show that these strategies extend to Al. The 
rows of A2 represent the constraints that the flow in to a vertex equals the 
flow out of the vertex. So, each block of rows represents the flow through 
some vertex in Y,. 
Fix x(l) E I/,,,, and suppose for simplicity that there exists a unique 
e(“) E E,, such that 6 + (e”O’) = x’, and that there exists a unique e(‘*) E E,, 
such that 6 _ (e”‘) = x1. Then set 
cp ,‘(A+) = {xi”, xy, . ..) XIf’) 
--1- 
(PE - {e?, . . . . e$/} 
--1- 
(PE - (e?, . . . . e$)}. 
Then the two nonzero blocks in this block of rows take the form: 
g,u> 1) g,u> ml4 -k,(L 1) 
- . . . 
(Note: There is a corresponding block of rows that differs by a factor of 
- 1 in each entry.) 
These nonzero blocks occur in the blocks of columns corresponding to 
the blocks of columns in A i that describe cp; ‘(e”“‘) and (PE l(e(“)). These 
blocks are identical (up to a factor of - 1) to the corresponding blocks in 
the same columns in A,, so clearly the same column strategies are optimal. 
It is also easy to see that the optimal row strategy is 
[ 
v(xi”) v(x(“) . . . 
c:= 1 v(xy’, c:=, v”(xb”) 1 * 
Now, suppose that there exists e12E E, such that J+(e’*) =x’ or 
6 _ (e”) = x,. Then there would be a third nonzero block in this block of 
rows. Since this block would occur in the same block of columns as the 
block in A i representing (PE ‘(e’*), the strategies would be as above. Thus 
the extension to A2 is complete. 
III. PUSHOUTS ON LP* 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf cp: A + A’ is a demireduction, then for every row strategy 
p’ of A’ such that p’A’ 2 k l,,‘, p = p’(p, is a row strategy for A such that 
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pA > k 1,. Similarly, for every column strategy q of A such Aq < k l,, 
qr = (prq is a column strategy for A’ such that A’q ,< k l,.. 
Proof: By the definition of a demireduction, we have 
pA=(p’cp,)A=p’(cp,A)>p’A’cp,>kl.,cp,=kl.. 
We also have 
A’q’ = A’(qP,q) = (A’tp,)q d 9plAq < rp,k 1, = k I,,. 
DEFINITION. A block reduction (cp, p): P + P’ is called positive if the 
simultaneously optimal strategies pi,, 1 < i’ < m’, and qjz, 1 <j’ < n’, have 
positive values at every point in their respective blocks of rows and 
columns. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that the states of an irreducible Markov chain are 
aperiodic and neither transient nor null states. Then for every pair j, k the 
limit 
lim p$!)=uk>O I n-cc 
exists and is independent of j. Moreover, (uk} is a probability distribution 
with positive efements. That is, 
u,>o, Cu,=l. 
Finally, (uk } is the unique distribution satisfying the system of equations 
uk =c %Pvk. 
u 
Proof The theorem and proof can be found in [2]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Zf the block reductions of the diagram 
p(1) 
(d”.P”‘) 
/ 
P 
-- 
Cd? P’? 
\ 
p(2) 
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are positive, then the diagram has a pushout. That is, there exists a unique 
1.~. P(” and positive block reductions which make the following diagram 
commute: 
Proof. The matrices cp!” and cp!*’ can be thought of as representing 
functions: that of cp, (l) taking the columns of A to the columns of A(‘) and 
that of cpl*’ taking the columns of A to the columns of A(*). The matrices 
pj’) and pj*) represent functions: that of pj” taking the rows of A to the 
rows of A(‘) and that of p I*) taking the rows of A to the rows of A(*). 
Let R(A) be the set of rows of A. Restricting to the functions on R(A), 
we have the diagram 
R(A”‘) 
(1) ‘p, 
/ 
\ Pj2’ 
R(A’*‘) 
which will have a pushout 
in SET, the category of sets. 
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Similarly, restricting to the functions on C(A), the set of columns of A, 
we obtain the pushout (in SET) 
C(A”‘) 
Then, let R(Ac3’) = P, C(Ac3)) = Q, and Ac3) = (air7,,) by 
UifY,# = m[($” 0 cpp-’ (i”)n (+pj”)-’ (j”)]. 
In other words, the partition of R(A) for the pushout will be the 
supremum of the two given partitions in the lattice of partitions ordered by 
unrefinement, and the partitions of R(A”‘) and R(A”‘) will be induced 
from that. The partition of C(A) for the pushout is given similarly. 
To complete the construction of the pushout, we need to show that there 
exist sets {P~!)}~~~,,~,,,,, and (qj!))isj..Gn., (where Ac3) is an m”xn” 
matrix) of simultaneously optimal row and column strategies for the parti- 
tions of A(‘) (and similarly for A’*‘). 
Given (i”, j”), let aili.. (I) be an optimal row strategy for A$= 
(8:‘)))’ (i”) n (zj’))-’ (j”). However, u$,!,, may not be a simultaneously 
optimal row strategy for Al!:, k = 1, . . . . n”. 
By the definition of the block reduction, Theorem 1.5, and Lemma 3.1, 
oli!!,,(pi’)li.. is optimal for Ai,,.. Then (aI~~“,cP11)Ii,,)p12’(i,, is optimal for 
A!!!,,. Similarly, ((a~!!..cpl’)li,,)p12)li,,) ‘pi2)li,, is optimal for Ai,.. Finally, 
((iA!!!,,rpjl)li,,) ~j*))~:j rpj2)li,,) pil)li. = ~~~~.,((p~‘)p~‘)(p~‘)pl”li,,) is optimal 
for Y!! !,, . 
Le; ‘r,.. = cp11)p12)cp12)p11)li,,. Since each of rpj”, (pi*‘, pj”, pj” are non- 
negative and row stochastic, Ti- is the transition matrix of a Markov chain. 
Consider cpj’)pj*). Since cp(‘) is positive, ((~j~~p~*‘)~,~=O iff the ith block 
of Aifs partitioned by cp (I) does not intersect the jth block of Ai. partitioned 
by (PC*). Similarly, ((~~*)p~‘))~ k = 0 iff thejth block of Ai- partitioned by (p(*) 
does not intersect the kth block of Ai.. partitioned by q(l). 
Then Ti,,(j,kJ =Cm(cPj"Pj")j,m (rPj*)Pl’))m,k =O iff the jth and kth blocks 
of Ai,, partitioned by q(l) are not both intersected by the same block of Ai. 
partitioned by q . (*) So we can think of Ti,,(j,, as the probability that the 
jth and kth blocks of ii,, partitioned by cp”’ ‘are bridged by some block of 
A,- partitioned by cp (*) Since the partitions of Ai.. by q(l) and (p(*) all . 
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overlap, we can always build a bridge from the jth to the kth block in a 
finite number of steps. Therefore, Tie is irreducible. Since each state is 
recurrent and aperiodic, we can apply Theorem 3.2. By Theorem 3.2, 
lim, + m ctj!&(Ti.)” exists and is independent of j”. By the continuity of 
expectation, this limit distribution is optimal for A &. Also by 
Theorem 3.2, this distribution is the unique solution of 
XT,,, =x, 
x l,$. = 1, 
x 2 0. 
Define pi?) to be x. 
Thus, we have constructed the simultaneously optimal row strategies 
{Pl~))l<i”4m” for A(‘). The column strategies {qj!‘} 1 G jGP 6nVf follow 
similarly. These strategies S j’) and r!‘), completing the construction of the 
block reduction (6”‘, z”‘). The construction of (@, T(~)) follows similarly. 
Finally, we need to verify that each block of b and c, when partitioned 
by the supremum of the partitions given by (cp”), p(l)) and ((pf2), pt2)), con- 
sists only of + l’s, - l’s, or 0’s. Let bi and bi+ 1 be consecutive entries in 
b, and suppose that b,# bi+ 1. Since (cp(‘), p(l)) is a block reduction, the 
partition given by (cp”‘, p(l)) separates bi and bi+ 1 into different blocks. 
Similarly, since (cp (2), pt2’) is a block reduction, the partition defined by it 
also separates bi and bi+ 1 into different blocks. Therefore, the supremum 
of the two partitions also separates b, and bi+ 1. Therefore, each block of 
b will consist only of + l’s, -l’s, or 0’s. That this holds for c follows 
similarly. 
Thus, the construction of the pushout is complete. 
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